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‘ Touch me 
  How can it be 
  Believe me 
  The sun always shines 
        on my screen ’ 



 

 

 

but still... 
 we cannot see what we 

touch 

 fingers are bigger than 
the elements we touch 

 no tactile feedback 
when we touch 
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internal validity! 



external validity? 





 

 

Large amount of 
touch data 

 game published on the 
Android Market 

 we inform the player 
about the study 

 just looks like an ordinary 
game 

 participants get some 
introduction 

 they tap the targets 

 We vary targets’ size and 
position 
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72,945 

952,487 
47,770,625 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 installations 
 levels 
 keystrokes 





LG Optimus One 2,407,164 
keystrokes 

Huawei Ascend 4,589,967 
keystrokes 



Samsung Galaxy S  
3,242 installations 
1,831,489 keystrokes 



Samsung Galaxy S  
3,242 installations 
1,831,489 keystrokes 



Samsung Galaxy S  
3,242 installations 
1,831,489 keystrokes 



shift 

touch positions 

 

3 levels 
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key labels 

 

2 levels 
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shift 

key labels 
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shift 
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3 levels 

show 

touched positions 

 

2 levels 



integrated all combinations 
published an update of the game 
conducted a full factorial experiment 



 
 
 

 
13,013 

120,662 
6,603,659 
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inferential statistics 



keystrokes per second 



keystrokes per second 
Android keyboard our shift 



error rate 



error rate 
show touched position 



sick| 

shift 

key labels 

shift 

touch positions 

show 

touched positions 



sick| 

decreases speed 

decreases performance 

increases error rate 

9% lower error rate 

2% higher 

performance 

17% lower error rate 

5% slower 



sick| 

bad idea 
improvement 

without costs 
it depends 



 

 

Summary 
interactive task implemented 

in a game 

typing data from           
72,945 installations 

derived potential 
improvements 

compared in an experiment 
with 13,013 installations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Limitations 
artificial task 

know little about the 
players 

know nothing about the 
context 

manipulation has only a 
small effect 
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Contribution 
 

study “in the wild” to build a 
model for an interactive task 

 large-scale mobile 
between-groups experiment 

improve typing beyond specific 
devices, users, and contexts 
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